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The sendmail program is a Mail Transport Agent (MTA). It accepts mail from Mail User Agents
(MUAs), mail users (humans), and other MTAs. It then delivers that mail to Mail Delivery Agents
(MDAs) on the local machine, or transports that mail to another MTA at another machine. The behavior
of sendmail is determined by its command line and by commands in its configuration file.

The sendmail program is written and maintained by Eric Allman at sendmail.org. Versions V8.7 and
earlier are no longer supported and are no longer considered secure. If you are not currently running
V8.8, we recommend you upgrade now. This Desktop Reference covers sendmail version 8.8.5.

This Desktop Reference is a companion to the second edition of the sendmail book by Bryan Costales
with Eric Allman, published by O'Reilly & Associates. Section numbers herein reference the section
numbers in that book. This is a reference guide only - for detail or tutorial information, refer to the full
sendmail book.
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System Center 2016 Virtual Machine Manager Cookbook - Third Edition: Design, configure, and manage an efficient virtual infrastructure with VMM in System Center 2016Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Maximize your administration skills effectively and efficiently

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement cost-effective virtualization solutions for your organization with actionable recipes
	
			Explore the concepts of VMM with real-world use cases
	
			Use the latest features with...
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Montreal & Quebec City For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2006


	European flair and French joie de vivre — you’ll definitely find these

	elusive old-world qualities in Montréal and Québec City.

	Visiting Montréal is like escaping into a little corner of Europe, except

	that you don’t have to cross the Atlantic to get here. And Montréal

	doesn’t...
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Official (ISC)2 Guide to the SSCP CBK ((Isc)2 Press)Auerbach Publications, 2007
SSCP Certification is the key to unlocking the upper ranks of security implementation at the world's most prestigious organizations. For anyone who is serious about becoming a leading tactician at the front lines, the (ISC)²® Systems Security Certified Practitioner (SSCP®) Certification is an absolute necessity-demanded by cutting-edge...
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Color Atlas of Nerve Biopsy PathologyCRC Press, 2001

	As a professional working in the frontlines of tissue diagnosis and in everyday practice, you need a reference that gives you practical information in an easy-to-use format. Containing over 300 photographs, micrographs, and line drawings, including over 60 color illustrations, Color Atlas of Nerve Biopsy Pathology supplies a clear picture of...
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Heme, Chlorophyll, and Bilins: Methods and ProtocolsHumana Press, 2001

	In Heme, Chlorophyll, and Bilins: Methods and Protocols, an interdisciplinary panel of hands-on investigators describe in detail how to work successfully with chlorophyll, heme, and bilins in biological, medical, chemical, and biochemical research. Each method is presented by a researcher who actually uses it on a daily basis and includes...
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UnrealScript Game Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make the Unreal Engine your own and enter the world of high-level game programming with this super-practical collection of recipes for UnrealScript. Professional developer or hobbyist, this book will give you the edge.


	Overview

	
		Create a truly unique experience within UDK using a series of powerful recipes...
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